
All BrainVoyager Project files 
FILE 

EXTENTION 
EXPLANATION 

2D Functional Project 
AMR 2D anatomical MR project. The 2D format of the anatomical images. Each slice corresponds 

with the functional slices that were collected (i.e. coplanar to FMR/STC project/files) 
Anatomical slices. 

FMR Sliced-Based Functional MR Projects (2D). The 2D functional data descriptor file. This is a 
text file.  It contains information about the functional slices which were collected. This along 
with the STC file makes up the functional data. 

• Reference file for the STC files (functional and anatomical data). 
• Contains info on functional data (et. # of pixels in each dimension, # of slices, TR 

etc). 
• Contains info on how to display data  

STC Slice Time Course data.  This, along with the .fmr, is the functional data. This file contains 
the function information for one slice, and there are .stcs for each slice. 

• Each STC contains a complete time course for one slice. 
3D Functional Project 
VMR High Resolution Volumetric MR data.  The 3D format of the anatomical images. This will 

often encompass the entire brain.  Anatomical volume. 
• High grey/white matter contrast images for anatomic reference. 

VTC Volume Time Course data.  This is the 3D functional data format. This is Talairached and 
aligned to the .vmr. 

• Contains a complete 4-dimensional volume of functional data (x,y,z,time) 
• Contains info on functional data (eg. # of pixels in each dimension, # of slices, TR, 

etc) 
*.avg Event-related averaging files (time course coordinates) 
*.ctr Contrast files for predictor selection 
*.glm GLM statistic files. General Linear Model 3D statistical files containing the results of 

multiple regression analysis 
*.mdm Multi-study Design Matrix file for group studies 
*.prt Protocol file, text file, conditions and onsets).  Stimulation Protocol. This is the protocol file 

which you create which outlines the timing and conditions for each run. 
*.rtc Reference time course files text files(reference function files) (Design Matrix files) predict 

activation based on what went on.  The reference time course shows the optimal time course 
of your hypothesis.  These are used when creating a GLM 

*.sdt The first level of conversion, allows data to be imported into BV. 
*.spr A text file that gives information about the corresponding .sdt file.  This contains information 

about the scanner parameters for the corresponding .sdt (ie number of slices, thickness of 
slices, etc.) 

*.tal Talairach coordinates file, text file.  This file stores information about the size adjustment 
made to resize the brain into Talairach space.  This is also required for .vtc creation. 

*.vmp 3D- statistical map files containing real values, e.g. from statistical tests (in VMR resolution) 
  
*.uff  
ERA Event related averaging (calls on the protocols only) 
MTC Mesh time course data 
POS Positioning files, text file 



FDR False Discovery Rate 
FID The original format as is saved from the magnet.  Both functional and anatomical data. This 

is specific to our scanner.  The FIDs are epibatched and give us the RAW & the FID 
directories, which are redundant, and the SDT and FMR directory.   

GLM General linear model (Calls on the RTCs only) 
HRF Hemodynamic response function 
ROI  The 2D region of interest outlines the area on your amr for analysing. 
SRF Surface File.  This is the surface mesh which is the format for looking at surfaces 
TRF This is a transformation file which stores information about any rotation/transformation you 

make to the .vmr (ie moving it to the AC-PC line or aligning the 2D and 3D data).  These 
files are required to create the .vtc. Text file. Rigid body. 

V16 (16-bit based VMR, native data).  To keep file sizes down, brain voyager works in 8 bit 
format. To adjust contrast and brightness, you need the 16 bit information which is in this 
file. 

VOI Volume of Interest.  This 3D region of interest outlines the voxels included in analysis. 
 

Definition of Terms 
Term Definition 
session All scans collected from a subject in one day. 
Run One functional data set is one run. (eg one .sdt/.fmr) 
trial This is one episode of the task involved in a run (ie. 10s fixation + 2s saccade = 1 trial) 
condition One set of stimuli. (ie pro saccade) 
epoch One instance of a condition. (ie. Pro saccade to point X) 

Epibatch 

A conversion program that Robarts uses.  (Matlab and C)  
• Converts FIDS to: 

o RAW (raw data off the scanner) 
o FID 
o SDT (2D anatomic SDT for AMR; 3D anatomic SDT for VMR) 
o FMR (functional data converted to FMR format) 

anatomical 
T1 data showing higher resolution images of the brain. Usually collected at the beginning or end of 
an experiment. It takes about 5 minutes to collect 64x256x256 slices, or 20 minutes to collect 
256x256x256 slices. 

functional T2* Data which has low spatial resolution containing time course information. 

Slice Time 
Correction 

If slices were collected in succession, the last functional slice would contain information from a 
later point in time than the first - this interpolates them in such a way as to minimize these 
differences. We collect slices at the same time so this is not necessary for data collected at 
Robarts'. 

Head Coil This transmits and receives radio waves. This goes completely around the subjects' head. 
Surface Coil " "  This focuses on a particular section of the head. 

Talairach A standardized format for brains, in which the brain is fit into a box so that it can later be 
compared with other brains. 

Yaw Rotation around the X axis 
Pitch Rotation around the Y axis 
Roll Rotation around the Z axis 
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